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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Hard-times of the Dakota Territory demanding strenuous
_physical labor compelled the investigator to study the clothing and
dressmaking needs of pioneer women 1861-1889.

This historical study

of costume provides an insight into the life styles and the role of
pioneer women as they interpreted clothing into their physical a.�d
utilitaria.n needs in adapting to the new frontier.
The purpose of this research was to study the costume of
the American women who resided in the Dakota Territory prior to the
statehood of South Dakota, November 2, 1889.

During the period

1861-1889, the Missouri River served as a.geographical barrier in
the development of the western half of South Dakota.

Therefore,

this research is limited to the state of South Dakota east of the
Missouri referred to as "east-river."
This study dealt with a variety of women who came from
diverse backgrounds.

To pioneer women who migrated from surrounding

areas or emigrated from other countries, clothing was one of the
primary needs and a vital asset in conforming to the life style in
Dakota environment.

In addition, the ways in which these Dakota

women fulfilled their clothing needs provides ample evidence of
consumption and patterns of production.
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The topic of pioneer dress is of growing concern to costume
historians across the country; ho wever, research in this area has
been limited.

This research is an effort to fill the gap of

American costume of pioneer women by describing the clothing .
Statement of the Problem
High fashion from 1861 to 1889 was elaborate both in style
and use of fabric and trims.

Since ready-made clothing was very

limited and Dakota Territory was undeveloped in urba..� and rural
areas during this period, providing clothing and keeping up with
fas�ion meant having the necessary skills, equipment and supplies
to make garments.
Since this period begins with the introduction of the
Dakota Territory 1861 and terminates with South Dakota statehood,
1889, this study includes three decades of development in the new
frontier.

For women in the unsettled territory, the clothing worn

suggests how they met their clothing needs in their new lifestyle
on the prairie.

Analyzing silhouettes, styles, and design

characteristics is an absorbing topic in examining ·how pioneer
women met their clothing needs as well as their fashionable desires.
Periodicals from 1861 to 1889 are available in very limited
numbers; however, first-hand information of this region is needed
and most desirable.

Costumes themselves are diminishing every

year and the necessity of obtaining information from them as soon
as possible is a vital factor.

J
Definition of Terms
Dakota Territory .
Organized in 1861, the Dakota Territory included all or part of ·
the future states of South Dakota, North Dakota, Wyoming,
Montana and Idaho . By 1968, only North and South Dakota
remained in the Dakota Territory. This remained for 21 years
until South Dakota Statehood on November 2, 1889. (Karolevitz,
197.5, p • .52)
Canada
Dakota Turitory
1861

Territory
lkGS
Nt:brtika Territory

Nebraska

East River .
This Missouri River which cut the region into almost equal
parts was recognized as a geographic boundary line. This
division of the territory affected development. The effect
of the Missouri is an important factor for South Dakota
because this boundary line resulted in two regional life
styles labeled ''west:-riveru and "east-river ." (Karolevitz,

1975, p. 52)

West-river

East-river

4

Interviewe.es.

Subjects interviewed for this study were primary and

secondary sources .

Such sources included:

sons and daughters of

Dakota Territorial pioneers; curators; and historical collectors
relative

to this research.

Both men and women were ·interviewed

to obtain data pertinent to the study.
Limitations of the Study
This study is limited to the clothing and dressmaking needs
of pioneer women related to geography, 1861-1889.

Collected data

concern the areas within the goegraphical outline involving_east
of the Missouri River to the South Dakota state border line.
The limitations to this period are important because 1861
to 1889 precedes South Dakota statehood.

These 28 years represent

the period of Dakota Territory when the untamed land was becoming
settled with immigrants from the Ea.st and emigrants from European
countries.

U�til statehood November 2, 1889, there was very little

recording of. the life styles and the clothing of women.

Oral historians of this period which are an excellent primary

source are extremely limited.

Interviews were conducted with primary

and secondary sources; however, methods used to contact possible
sources may have limited the number who were located.
It is recognized that such variables as the environment of
Dakota Territory, agricultural economy, transportation, and the
great flux of population . within this period place definite
11.mitations on generalizations ma.de to other state or geographical
locations .
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Assumptions
Certain assumptions were necessary in order to carry out
this study.

The first and most vital factor is that sufficient

primary sources are available to document the clothing and dress
making needs of Dakota women.

It was assumed that the labeled and

dated articles and documents obtained from museums, historical
collections and interviewees were accurate.
The collected data about pioneers included those women who
migrated to or were born_ and resided within the Dakota .
Territory, 1861-1889.

Therefore, unless stated otherwise, it was

assumed that the clothing articles and documents were of caucasian
women.
Sources of Data
Clothing and dressmaking needs of Dakota women were
established through a variety of primary and secondary sources.
Results were largely based on primary sources which had had some
direct physical relationship to the events of this period.
sources pertinent to this study included:

Primary

extant garments,

photographs, letters, newspapers, retailing records, women's
magazines, fashion publications, and historical collections.

Each

type of resource contributed to the reconstruction of the period,
however, each resource had its own distinct lirnitat ion.
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Extant garments
Primary sources which provide the best reconstruction of
costume information are extant garments.

A limited number of

garments between 1861 and 1889 are available .

However, everyday

apparel was literally worn out or used up through the repeated
mending and restoring of clothing articles.

Therefore, the

remaining garments are basically of the type referred to as
"better-dress-" which were worn for special or formal occasions .
The value of extant garments was essential in validating
garment construction, workmanship, and design techniques used within
this period.

In addition, garments were an important factor in

interpreting and clarifying the silhouettes worn within the Dakota
Territory.
Photogra-phs
Photographs were another visual source of historic costume
information.

If properly documented with date and location,

photographs serve as an excellent primary source.

Since the

development and technology of photography in 1861 to 1889 was
usually restricted to a few specialist in the area, the number of
properly labeled photographs is extremely small.

In addition, many

of the existing photographs focus around the decade of 1880 with
only a limited number covering the previous two decades.

To many

pioneers, the price factor and the lack of avallable photographers
usual ly restricted most photographs to special occasions (Houtmann,
interview, 1978) .
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Caution was applied to unlabeled photographs since they
only give an over-view of clothing within the period.

Also the

major reliance on photography could propose a biased view of clothi�g
in use since the wearing of better clothing for a picture has often
been practiced •
Documents
Written primary records are available as a vital resource
for this s�udy of historical costumes.

Retail ledgers and dress

making records provide notations concern°ing pattern measurements,
purchased garments, and fabric goods.

Local newspapers and

publications of the region featured clothing advertisements ·which
indicated the availability and cost of goods.
Fashion publications contemporary to the time period such
as Lady' s Magazine and Godey's Lady's Book are available.

These

publications contain advertisements, fashion drawings, dressmaking
techniques, _clothing accessories, sewing stiches and needlework.
Such fashion publications which were primarily produced for upper
class urban society ladies of the East can be compared to local
newspapers and publications closer to the Dakota Territory.

With

this information, similarities and differences of fashion trends
can be noted •
Secondary sources
Vital secondary sources used in this study included inter
views involving sons and daughters of Dakota Territorial pioneers,
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curators, and historical collectors, relative to this research.
Such sources were important in connecting the life styles and roles
of the Dakota women to the clothing worn .

In addition, histories

of the Dakota Territory were vital to this research as it d escribed
the conditions and environment of the region which gave an under
standing of the pioneer li£e .

Written secondary information such as Karolevitz's
Challenge:
Dakota:

The South Dakota Story (1975) and Sampson's South

Fifty Years of hogress (19J9) gave accounts of the

triumphs and defeats of the pioneers of the region .
Theses pertaining to historical costumes were reviewed
concerning rural dress of pioneers in the 19th century.
completed studies included:

Four

McMartin (1977) , Hooper (1976),

Feightner (1977), and Jonason (1976) .

Each of these covered an

aspect of women's clothing, however, a void remains 1n the study
of the fashion silhouette of pioneer women pertaining to specific
decades of the 19th century .
Studies from Hooper and Jonason focused on the clothing of
111idwestern pioneers, however, it would be impractical to generalize
their findings to northeastern Dakota Territory.

Furthermore,

because the time periods of such studies represent different regions
a:fter statehood, the availability of clothing and apparel goods
were likely to contrast from pioneer women of Dakota Territory.

Chapter 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The review of literature is presented as the groundwork
for the investigation .

Areas pertinent to the research include:

(a) nineteenth century, (b) history of Dakota Territory, (c) life
styles of Dakota women, (d) significance of transportation in Da.\:ota
Territory, (e) contribution of the sewing machine, (f) contribution
of fashion publications, (g) development of commercial patterns,
(h) ladies' fashions:
silhouettes:

1850-1900, and (i) ladies' fashion

1860-1890.

Nineteenth Century
Fashion is the reflection of the ways people think and
live.

Fashion change is the living version of the patterns and

events which relate to the social, political and industrial develop
ments of a period.

In each period in the history of costume, a

distinct line and characteristic silhouette has been produced
(Waugh, 1968) .
Analysis of fashion from this view point necessitates the
examination of actual costumes as well as the events and time period
involved.

A review of the nineteenth century is included in this

study to give a chronical setting of the period and changing events
which affected Dakota pioneers and ladies ' fashion.
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The nineteenth century in America was a period of dynamic
growth.

As the new nation struggled to become a reality, some
Since

people still harbored strong ties with loyalties to England.
the majority of books and magazines were still imported from

England, most American editors transferred the printed materials to
their own publications (Swenson, 1976, p. 1).
In 1837, the ruler of the Royal House of England was
Alexandrina Victoria.
As Victoria began her reign, New York was still a country
bumpkin village with wooden water pumps set every four
blocks and pigs acting as garbage collectors. Chicago
was a desolate, wild-onion swamp marked with cattails,
high coarse grass and bullfrogs, with its few citizens
living nearby in shanties and cabins. Beyond Chicago lay
the vast western territories--a sleeping giant ( Swenson,
1976, p . 2) .
In the next sixty years, America was transformed from an
agricultural society into an industrialized country.

From the

simplest household gadget to a highly complex structure, an amazing
succession of inventions were introduced.

These inventions included

the sewing machine, telegraph, transcontinental raiaoads, steam
ships, telephone, and electricity.

In addition to these developments,

the nineteenth century was a period of religious movements.

With

the rise of the Mormons in 1820, other religious revivals proceeded
until the end of the nineteenth century.
In the sixties, the Civil War placed a halt in the develop
ment of the country.

While some men were fighting to abolish

slavery, other men were fighting corruption in the government.

By

11

i869, half of Wall Street was in financial ruin a."ld the new nation
was looking for a new slave force to serve its needs (Swenson,
1976).
After the Civil War ended in 1865, national attention
resumed to the Homestead Act of 1862 •

As millions of immigrants

began streaming into the country in search of free land, America
became identified as the "melting pot. "

For some newcomers, it

-was their last opportunity to own their own land.

To other

.J.mmigrants, their badly needed skills and services developed into
mass fortunes (Jones, 1939) .
Jiistory of Dakota Territory
Dakota Territory brought hope and fea.r to the pioneers.

With the white man' s quest for land and the decline of the fur
business, newcomer' s to the Dakota country pressed for governmental
recognition for the protection of incoming families and political
'Extension acquired by a new territory.

On March 2, 1861, Dakota

-Territory came into eAistence containing some 350,000 square miles
(Ka.rolevitz, 1975, p. .52) .

With a very scanty non-Indian population

of 2, J76, the undeveloped region provided an extremely crude life
�or the pioneers (Jones, 1961, p . 36) .
1860s.

The Homestead Act passed in 1862 had an ultimate

effect on the region.

The opportunity of free land quickly spread

which encouraged thousands of settlers to the untamed prairies.
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Migration

to

the region included those from surrounding and Eastern

states as well as those from European countries .
. The first desperate years were a flight for survival trying
to overcome the plagues of drouth, grasshoppers, prairie fires and
Indian rebellions.

With Indian outbreaks, many of the frightened

settlers were driven from the region and others were delayed from
the potential Dakotas.

In addition, the Civil War from 1861 to

1865 had many detrimental side effects on the new frontier (Brown,
1958).
1870s.

'Ihe seventies provided steady growth as the number

of homesteaders continually increased.

With the telegraph connected

to the outside world and the railroad in operation, this decade
ended the period of Dakota's isolation.

As the first few towns

and communities began, more women and children appeared which placed
a new emphasis on churches, schools and cultural activities (Sampson,

1939).

Although the ·Missouri River was an obvious barrier

to

west

ward expansion, the t�rritory suggested a bright, expansive future.
1880s.

The high point in the development of the territorial

stage was defined as the Great Dakota Boom.

The prosperous years

from 1878 to 1886 were supported by the promotion and publicity
sponsored by the railroads and governmental agencies (Sampson, 1939).
After 1886, a temporary setback was suffered by many towns
and communiti�s.

The declining rainfall spelled drought and defeat

to many pioneer homesteaders.

Although many painful adjustments
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. were made to the unfavorable conditions, the society had reached
maturity.

On November 2, 1889 the territory ended and statehood

began for South Dakota .
Life Style of Dakota Women
The path of pioneer women was not smooth.

The hard work of

the homesteaders was respected and was a necessity for survival in
the Dakotas.

Since many women of the frontier lived on self

sufficient homesteads, they performed domestic duties producing
the articles needed for the fai�ily by �pinning and weaving cloth,
making clothing, soap, and preparing food.

Men and women were

assigned different roles, but there was some overlap in their jobs .
. Often, women worked alongside the men planting and harv�sting crops.
To some pioneers, they found it virtually impossible to survive
w ithout a wife sharing_ the heavy work load.
Dakota Homes.

Under the best of circumstances, conditions

1n the new frontier were far less than ideal for pioneer women .
Symbolic of the rugged life on a homestead claim was the crude
sod house .

In this region, wood was scarce and commercial lumber

was either unavailable or too expensive.

To the pioneers, the

•soddie" was often the first home as they began proving up the
land (Karolevitz, 1975, p. 15l) e

The sod house consisted of earth

slabs arranged side by side which were continually stacked until

1·

the walls were high enough to suit the pioneers .

With only a

limited a.mount of wood, providing warmth in soddies was an endless
� 3 4 7 7 2.
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task.

Gathering fuel to last the winter was a major chore for

every family by collecting buffalo chips or twisting prairie grass.
To homemakers, soddies were a constant aggravation.

To

prevent bits of dirt and straw :from falling fro:n the walls and
ceiling, newspapers were sometimes used to hide the earthen walls.
Most settlers felt their move into the soddies was a step toward a
better life .

However, soddies were heavy and dangerous.

During

heavy rains, occasionally they collapsed injuring or killing family
members (Torrey,
Families.

1925) .
During this period, women were 1n short supply.

This fact made those around more highly cherished and valued .

Large

families were an asset, and women were prized for the extra hands
they produced (Wagner,

1975) . For many young wives, the unsettled

territory offered no or little outside assistance in bearing their
babies.

With conditions as such, childbeari.7ig in the crude

unsanitary surroundings lost future gnerations to the untamed region.
As mothers, the new f�ontier was a continual test of faith and
strength in raising large families .

In the facets of pioneer

livi.�g, it was not uncommon for mothers to prepare their own
children for burial (Karolevitz,

1975 , p. 153) .

Significance of Tran sportation
in Dakota Territory
Transportation played a vital role in the development of
this region.

During the early years of the territory, the Missouri

River was the aquatic highway which settlers journejed on to and
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from the prairie wilderness .

Steamboat traffic provided transpor

tation in supplying goods and services to military posts, expeditions
and the homesteaders .

It is understandable why the earliest

permanent settlement took place along the course of the Missour i
River .
Another advantage o:f the Missouri River was the availability
of ad.ditional sources o:f income .

Big business on the river provided

job opportunities to the cashless young homesteaders.

Opportunities

to practice trades and skills were welcomed and necessary :for
survival .
As the pace o:f development quickened, Dakotans sought better
use of the river by the service of the railroad .
· land promoters increased the demand .

Merchants and

The combination of the river

and railroad brought positive ef:fects throughout the settlement
period .

Completed in February

1873 , the Dakota Southern railway

was the chief factor in the material :progress and prosperity :for the
homesteaders ( Sampson,

1939 , p . 8) . With the operation of the

railroad, homesteaders and merchants no longer depended solely upon
the horses and oxens as well as the unpredictable frieght wagons
and stagecoaches.

Railroads opened the outside markets to the

doors o:f the prairie pi0neers.
As soon as the railroads came, settlers swarmed into the
territory .

Although it is difficult to analyze all the trends and

motivations of immigration to this region, it is certainly evident
that several ethnic groups were represented.

"An item in The Huron
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Trlbune, October 20, 1881, reported that the register for the past
week showed guests from 18 different states and England, Ireland,
Germany, Scotland, Turkey, Iceland, China and Africa. " (Jones,
1961, p. 29) .

Another report stated that seven hundred settlers

had arrived on one train of ten coaches.
Contribution of the Sewing Machine
Making clothing for the family was one of the most time
consuming t,a.sks for pioneer women.

Although sewing machines had

appeared by 1861, not every Dakota woman was furnished with such
an asset.
luxury .

Only the wealthy homemakers were provided with this
To ful£ill the family' s needs, all clothing was made by

hand .
The first device that could properly be described as a
sewing machine was received as early as 1790.

This device, which

was invented by Thomas Saint, was intended for stitching shoes and
boots, howev_er, there is doubt ·that this device was ever put to any
practical use (Singer Sewing Machine Company, 1977) .
In the following years, several men had created their own
interpretation of the sewing machine.

Such devices included an

elastic chainstitch, stitching a seam, backstitching and the
interlock stitch .

Although the sole accrediation can not be given

to any one man, two individuals have become extremely noted for
their contributions to the invention of the sewing machine .
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In 18J9 at the early age of 2 0 , Elias Howe Junior of Boston ,
Massachusetts recognized the need for a sewing machine .

A fter

considerable time to interpret his idea , Howe perfected a workable
device by using two threads which formed a stitch with the aid of

a shuttle.

In the spring of 1845 , Howe ' s machine was capable of

sewing two suits of wool cloth en it.

on Howe ' s sewing machine .

In 1846 , a patent was issued

The patent covered, " • • · • a curved

eye-point needle carrying an upper thread and operating in a

horizontal . plane in conjunction with a shuttle for the lower thr ead
to form a lock stitch. " (Singer Sewing Machine Company , 197 7 ,
p . 10) .

Although this sewing machine won fame for Howe , it was

far from practical to operate.
Accredited for inventing the first practical sewin g machine
is Isqac Merritt Singer ..

In 18.50, Sin ger incorporated principles

used before, added features of his own design and combined these
ideas into a practical arrangement.

Singer's creation could sew

continuously any kind of seam- -straight , angular and circular .
Unlike previous machines , the user did not have to be an expert
machinist to operate it.

The practical sewing machine invented by Singer helped
remove some of the countless hours of sewing by hand .

Louis

Antoine Gody wrote in 18.56 , "Next to the plough, this sewing machine

is perhaps humanity's most blessed instrument. " (Singer S ewing
Machine Company ,

1977 , p. 4) .
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Contribution of Fashion Publications
Fashion publications were a valuable possession to women
who were far from the fashion centers .

Since Paris was the home

of high fashion for ladies, fashion publications were popular
periodicals for women in other countries .

During the nineteenth

century, fashion plates which illustrated the latest modes were
a popular feature in women' s magazines and fashion publications .
Although most fashion plates were created in Paris, it was not
long before French fashion plates appeared in magazines of America.
B ecause there was no copyright law in America until the end of the
nineteenth century, French fashion plates were simply repr inted .
Furthermore, most fashion plates were a year or more old before
they were reprinted in American publications (Swenson, 19 7 6 , pp .

1 6 and 17) .
In America, the periodical most associated with fashion
plates is God ey's Lady's Book which began publication in Philadelphia
in 1830 .

"Codey ' s first issue contained a water-colored fashion

plate of French origin.
every

At first, there were hand-colored plates

three months ; soon this was increased to one in each issue ."

(Swenson, 1976 , p. 19 ).
During this time period, other fashion publications and
magaz ines became available to women .

Such publications included :

Graham' s Paris Fashions, Harper ' s Bazaar, Peterson ' s Magazine, and
The Metronoli tan, Frank Leslies Lady ' s Magazine, Ladies ' :onthly
Review, E. Butter ick �. Co. ' s Catalogues, The Delin eator, -r,uttcrick
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. Catalogues, and Metropolitan Fashions.

Many of these periodicals

featured contemporary fashion by fashion descriptions, fashion
drawings, pattern techniques, clothing accessories, patterns for
applied designs and fashion advertisements .

In addition to fashion,

many publications featured articles on fiction, essays, household
economy, poetry, music, and social and political issues.

With a

diverse coverage of topics, these fashion publications had appeal
to an extensive audience .
Development of Col'll!':1ercial Patterns
Pattern-making extends back to the ancient Egyptians who
were the first to use stone patterns as guidelines for making
. clothes .

According to history, the next recorded pat te:i;-ns were

introduced in the 13th century by a French tailor.
was interpreted into w.tterns made of thin wood .

His innovation
Later, in 1.587,

a pattern book was printed entitled Libra de Geomentrica Practica
y Traca .

This publication was written by a Spaniard, Juan de

Alcega, however, it was extremely complicated for t�e layman and
solely used by tailors (The �cCalls Patt�rn Company, narratives,
1977) .
·

'Ihroughout the centuries, the techniques of clothes-making

has become available through the knowledge of patterns .

For the

American woman, clothing patterns became a reality in the mid-1800s .
These early patterns consisted of a single sheet of tissue paper
which included as many as ten printed patterns.

With no instruction

or easy explanations, transcribing the tissue paper containing
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pattern outlines printed one on top of another accumulated into
numerous hours of frustration (The McCalls Pattern C ompany,
narratives, 1977) .

In

New York City, 1870, another line of dress patterns was

introduced by tailor James McCall.

As his business prospered,

both McCall and Butterick were shipping patterns a.11 over the
world .

Thereafter, several firms emerged and a spirited co mpetition

developed in the field of pattern-making.

Al though many companies

anticipated prosperity by this new fashionable demand, keen
competition devoured many of the newer lines.

"Among the pattern

pioneers only McCall and Butterick exist today. " (The McCa.lls
Pattern Company, narratives, 1977, p. J) .
Ladies' fashions:

1850-1900

During the last half of the century, French influence was
predominant in women ' s adornment.

Whether aristocratic or middle

class, the �legant life of distinguished women demanded expensive
and cultivated style.
In 1858, the beginning of couture and mass production was
introduced by Charles Frederick Worth.
Worth was the first to stress the liveliness of his
creations by employing young girls to wear bis mcdels
for customers. It has been said that these " doubles, "
who were later to be called " mannequins, " were chosen
£or their resemblance to his principal customers: his
models were conceived for particular women • • .
(Bourcher, 1970, p. 385) .
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Thereafter , the name of Worth became the symbol of Courture, which
is also called Haute Couture and Couture-Creation .
Improvement$ in transportation and communication favored
fashion contribution from many different countries .

Great

exhibitions held in Paris in 1878, 1889 , and 1900, and in Vienna,
Saint Louis and Chicago, intensified intellectual and artistic
exchanges in which couture played its part (Bourcher , 1970, pp .
387-392) .
The tone was set by "High Society, " but was exemplified
equally by the great ladies of the demi-monde, who inspired
the most dazzling creations by the major couturiers: ha.ts
loaded with plumes, hobble skirts or skirts cu.'11lingly slit
to the knee, chinchilla capes costing ten thousand louis
d' or , which they displayed in the fashionable restaurants,
in their boxes at the theatre, or on the flower-decked
stands at the races in the company of prominent, self
confident gentlemen wearing tail coats or frock-coats and
plastron cravats (Bourcher , 1970 , p. J88 ) .
During the Crinoline Period, 18.52-1870, attention was
placed upon the skirt of the costume.

In this period, ladies'

gowns were classified as. morning dresses, afternoon gowns, ball
gowns , walking dresses , and bridal gowns .

(For examples see pages

23 and 25 . )
The basque bodice and skirt became known as the walking
dress.

The skirt and snug fitting bodice were cut with several

gored and shaped pieces.

Trimmings and detailing were placed around

the deep peplum which was often slit in several places .

Then length

of the long set-in sleeves hit the arm just above the wrist .
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· Figure 1.

Ladies' Formal Gown, 1866

Fashion Plate from Lady's Godey's Book , February, 1866 .

2J

Figure 1
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Figure 2 .
Figure

.Morning dress with shawl and accessories, 1861

3 . Afternoon gown and accessories , 1863

Figure 4 .

Walking dress and accessories , 1864

5.

Walking dress and accessories , 1865

Figure

Fashion plates from La Mode Feminine �e :

1 84 � a 1870.
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Figure 2

Figure 4

Figure J

.

Figure 5
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Figure 6 .
Figure

Ball gown and accessories, 1867

7 . Afternoon gowns and accessories, 1868

Figure 8 .

Walking dress and accessories, 1869

Fashion :plates from La Mode Feminine de:

1 845 a 1870.
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Figure 7

Figure 6

Figure 8
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Fashion plates from Godey' s Lady' s Book and La Mode Feminine de
1845 a 1870 illustrate the walking dress in Figures 4, 5, and 8 .
Ball gowns or evening robes were worn for special
occasions and formal balls .

The revealing off-the-shoulder neck

line was either a deep U, wide V angle, or an inverted heart •
Mu�tiple rows of lace ruffles were applied to the sleeves, bodice,
"j ,

and skirt .

Bands of patterned fringe were attached above the hem-

line and ribbon bows were lavishly �ded to the skirt (Figure 6) .
While most morning and walking dresses were two-piece
garments, formal gowns were made with an attached bodice and skirt.
For daytime costumes, black and shades of browns and blues were
worn .

Fabric for daytime wear was striped, plain or plaid .

Formal

gowns were lavishly decorated with lace, braid, ruching, and hand
embroidery .

Fabrics for formal robes were crepes, taffetas,

velvets, and delicate silks .
Accessories used in the Crinoline Period included:

elaborate

small parasols either pagoda or fringed; folding far.s of inlaid
mother-of-pearl, feathers, or painted silks ; velvet bands around
the neck for evening wear ; wrist-length gloves or mitts ; flat or
round muffs of silk or fur ; and steel or silver buttons (Bradley,

19.54 , pp . 299 and JOO ) . Fashion plates on pages 23 . 25 an d 27
illustrate clothing and accessories worn during the Crinoline Per iod .
At the end of the Crinoline era, skirts began to grow
narrower .

In addition, the tight skirt and corset changed the

wearer' s figure and influenced the style of walking.

During the

·
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. decade of 1870, Charles Worth became successful. for his creation
of the polonaise gown.

Characteristic of the gown was the "saddle, "

an oval-shaped pouf , and draping the pleated skirt to the sid e of
the gown.
gown .

Another popular gown during this period was the prfr1cess

'!he profile silhouette of the princess gown was similar to

the Worth creation, however, the princess skirt had a twelve -inch
ruffle trim which was either gathered or accordian pleated (Bigelow,
1970, pp. 211 -213).
In the decad e or" 1880, most gowns emphasized the round
bustle and the sn ug-fitting bodice.
wrist-length, or three-quarter.
normal po sition .

Sleeves were either elbow,

The pinched-in waist was at the

"During the 1880s the bustle cha..-ri ged in shape

and position on the rear of the figure.

It protruded in a line

at right angles to the body at the wai st."

(Bigelow, 1970,

pp. 213 and 215).
Simplification of gowns developed during the 1890s.

The

new silhouette that waz introduced included a graceful flared skirt.
The bodice took on a new shape with balloon like and leg-o-mutton
sleeves.

"The huge sleeves, tiny waist, and flared skirt established

the hour-glass silhouette with a wasp waist. "
p. 215) .

(Bigelow, 19 70,

Figures 8 and 10 illustrate the silhouette of the 1890s.
From 1870 to 1900, women' s hats underwent yearly styling

changes.

The brimmed bonnets of the previous years were replaced

by small straw or felt hats with elaborate detailing.

Hats were

built up high with standing ornamentation in stuffed birds, wings, ·
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Figure 9 .

Ladies ' Basque-Wai st and Five-Gored Skirt

The De lineator , January ,

1896 ,

p.

JO .

Jl
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Figure 10.
The

La.dies' Afternoon Toilette

Delineator, January, 1896, p . 33 .

JJ

Figure 10

J4
ostrich plumes, and wired ribbon loops of satin and velvet (Wilcox, ·
1945, �p. 246 and 247) •
Ladies' Fashion Silhouettes :

1860-1890

"Any design for a dress or hat is made up of its silhouette
and the lines, shapes, and spaces which compose its structure.
/

silhouette of a costume is most important ; it is what we see
·The
·;
from a distance before details of structure or decoration are
visible, and is responsible for first impressions." (Morton, 1966,
p . 84)

In

this study of historic costumes, fashion silhouettes of

women were identified to the particular time period of Dakota
Tei;-ritory, 1861-1889.

Silhouettes are grouped into th� respective

decades, 1860, 1870 and 1880.
1860s.

During the decade of 1860s, the fashion silhouette

1n America was the bell-shape or bouffant.

Throught this decade,

the silhouette was dominated by the crinoline.

The cage crinoline

which consisted of many rows of steel held in position by vertical
tapes was made in a large circular form to extend the width of the
skirt .

In this decade the crinoline flattened in front and swelled

out behind.

In order to hang well over the new-shaped crinoline,

skirts were gored in order to throw the skirt out behind.
bodice basque was short in front and longer in the back.
the waistlL-rie rose and was cut straight all around.

The
In 1863,

B el ts were
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often worn around the waist (Waugh, 1968, pp . 139-141) .

Fashion

silhouettes are illustrated on pages 25 and 27 .
1870s.

In the early 1870s, the crinoline was discarded

and a separate bustle which was attached to the back at the waist
took its place .

In 1875, when the fashion line became slender

,·

c4,-�und the hips, the bustle was in the drapery of the skirt and
no bustle was worn .

The cut of the bustle dress was always the

gored skirt with the fullness at the back of the waist .

The snug

fitting bo dice continued over the hips fitting like a corset .
bodice was called the cuirasse.

This

"As the long waist and swelling

hips required more fitting, the back was given � extra seam each
side which sometimes ran into the shoulder seam, or more usually
into the armhole; these back seams sloped into the waist and then
out again to take the shape of the hips."

(Waugh, 1968, p . 14J), .

Fashion silhouettes of the seventies are illustrated on pages
J7 and J9.
1880s.

During this period, tailored jackets with matching

skirts became fashionable .

A wider skirt and hip drapery ,brought

back the bustle, which was now called the "crinolette."

This half

crinoline threw the skirt at a right angle from the waist level
behind.
With added draperies and a wider skirt the 1880's
acquired a new distinctive silhouette. As the front of
the skirt was still kept straight all the extra width
circled from the side round the back, held out
horizontally from centre back at the waist by the new
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Figure 11 .

Polonaise gowns and accessories, 1871

Figure 12 .

Polonaise gown and accessories, 1874

Figure lJ.

Formal gown and accessories , 1876

Figure 14.

Princess gowns and accessories, 1877

Fashion plates from La Mode Feminine de :

1 845 a 1870.
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Figure 11

Figure lJ

Figure 12

Figure 14
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Figure 15 .

Princess gown, 1875 "Promenade costumes"

Fashion Plate fro m Frank Leslies Lady' s Nrurazine, 1875, p . 329.
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bustle from which the skirt , being clear of the ground,
hung almost vertically. (Waugh, 1968, p. 146 )
As skirts became simpler, the bodices became more elaborate .
A high collar was added to the bodice and the long tight sleeves
wer e

set high on the shoulders. Fashion silhouettes are illustrated

- in Figures 17, 18 and 19.
Summary
It is evident that fashion had an important role within the
research period .

However, the study· of Dakota dress will indicate

to what extent pioneer women accepted fashion in their life styles
within the Dakota Territory .

Being far from the fashion centers

and lacking ample clothing goods, Dakota women relied on their
ability

to

produce clothing

in

their new environment.

Since

clothes-making was a time consuming task, durable clothing was an
important asset

to

the �ioneers.
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Figure 16.

Cloak and ac�essories, 1880

Figur e 17.

Polonaise gown and accessories, 1 88J

Figure 18.

Princess gown and accessories, 1887

Figure 19.

Polonaise gown, 1889

Fashion plates from La Mode Femin ine de 1870 a 1900 .
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Figure 16

Figur e 18

Figure 17

Figure 19

Chapter I II
ME'IHODS OF PRO CEDURE

· Introduction
The purpose of the study was to examine clothing of pioneer
women in th� Dakota region from 1861 to 1889.
was conducted in the following manner:

The investigation

(1) . the population was

defined; (2) the instruments were selected; ( 3 ) the format for
interviewing was developed; (4) the method of validating data was
described; (5) the data were collected; and ( 6 ) the data were
analyzed and inferences were recorded.

This chapter explains the

design of the study which includes the following procedures for
each phase.
Definitfon of the Population
The information being sought in the study involved pioneer
women.

Because of the time period, subjects pertinent to the

research axe extremely limited.

Most remaining subjects within

this period are limited · to the sons and daughters of Dakota
Territorial pioneers relevant to the late 1 880 ' s.

Such subj ects

are a valuable aspect in reconstructing valid information, however,
the ��all number that remain is further decreased by the aging factor
and poor memory recall.

Because of this factor, . the design of the

study focuses on physical and written items and only a limited
number of perso�al interviews.
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Sample .

Subjects interviewed were to have had knowledge

of clothing characteristics of pioneer women of the Dakota area
between 1861 and 1889 .
word -of-mouth .

The method of locating subjects was simply

People who had heard about the study often suggested

names of people who might be interviewed .

Many of the people were

not relevant to the interview format, however, some offered vital
assistance in loaning their family relics such as photograph albums,
extant garments, and fashion publications to be reviewed for study.

In

addition, many suggested other persons who might be interviewed.
Instruments
To reconstruct the clothing characteristics of Dakota.

. women, responses and information were obtained from two . major
resources .

Such resources involved (1) ten museums and historical

collections, and (2) seven interviews.
First a list of museums pertinent to the research area
was acquired from The Officlal Museum Directory
from the South Dakota Department of Tourism .

1973

and a request

Because of limitations

of the budget only museums and historic.al collections ea.st of the
Missouri were included in the study.

Upon obtaining a list of

available resources (Appendix A) , a letter of inquiry (Appendix B)
along with a checklist of sources (Appendix C) pertinent to the
study were sent to each resource listed.

Once completed and

returned to the investigator, the checklist provid ed update
information in locating pertinent data from the various resources
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as well as indicating the type of information and sources available .
'lhe checklist was recorded on a self-addressed and stamped post
card for easy and convenient access .

After a three week p:eriod,

a follow-up telephone call was initiated to each non-respondent .
Thus , the rate of return was 100 per cent after administering a
follow-up telephone call in which non-respondents either mailed
the checklist or verbally informed the researcher of the relative
information .
To remove a considerable degree of personal judgment, the
researcher administered interviews with various subjects pertinent
to the study .

Although valid visual evidence is essential in the

study of historical costume, interviews aided the researcher in
· r econstructing past events.

In addition, the researcher can not

comprehend the past in which it was known to those that live it .
John Miller , history instructor at South Dakota State
University conducted a seminar in administering oral history which
assisted the researcher. . Interviewing techniques concerning
structured and unstructured interviews were noted .

Miller emphasized

the importance of establishing a relaxed atmosphere in collecting
information .

In addition, structured interviews accompanied by

an organized list of sbidardized questions were stressed in
generating more accurate information than recall .

Miller cautioned

that great care should be exercised in the design of the interview
study .

The fact that there are so many characteristics of the

- interviewer suggests that extreme care is needed to prevent bias
influence.
The responses and information being sought in the inter

views were of a subjective nature.

Because of age, sex, and

occupation, each subject offered a variety of experience involving

a somewhat : different time span of the research period.

For these

reasons the structured interview was selected as the best method
of collecting data for the study.
Questions were designed to be general enough to apply to
each interviewee and the years they involved.

W ith a large variety

of experiences and backgrounds, questions were included which may
not have applied to each subject.

To maintain a relaxed atmosphere

and free flowing communication, the interviews were recorded on
a tape cassette.
, questions.

Notes were also taken on responses to the

A release form was used and signed by each subject.
-Development of Interview Format

The next phase of the study was to list th� clothing
characteristics of pioneer women.

Clothing resources that had

been found to be vital factors in other research projects were
included in the list.
!he list of questions covered six major areas.
included:

Areas

( 1) the personal background of the interviewee ; ( 2)

the seamstresses and dressmakers of pioneer clothing ; ( J) the
quality and use of dressmaking techniques; (4) the availability and
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use of supplies, resources and equipment; ( 5) the practice of
sewing bees; and (6) the description of women ' s apparel and
accessories.

The list was presented to a group of instructors

who were asked for their suggestions in wording the questions �
additions or deletions . and the order of items .

The instructors

suggested numbering the questions consecutively throughout the
list and changing the order of the subject areas .
were made.

These modifications

After proper revision, the list was presented to the

researcher � s advisory committee for further analysis.
Validity of Data
In this historical study, two different criteria were used
to determine the valid ity of the items and ideas collected.
Although historical research involves a considerable degree of
subjectivity and personal judgment, the researcher applied internal
and external criticism to limit the judgment factor.
Internal criticism is the process of fitting ideas with
other ideas derived from d ifferent sources.

This procedure involved

examining documents and objects for their meaning a.rid credibility.
" Inferences made from d ifferent sources abo ut the same historical
event must be compatible and fit together if they are to be con

sidered valid. " (Travers, 1969 . p. J84)

Internal criticism was

applied in this study by comparing extant garments, photo graphs,
clothing supplies and equipments, and fashion p�blications of the
Dakota Territory .
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External criticism co ncerns the validity or genuineness of
the data.

In

this research, external criticism determined how

the relationship of the results obtained applied to o ther similar
appro aches or programs outside the Dakota regio n.

For example,

external criticism was used to compare fashion traits of Dakota
women to society ladies of the East .

This comparison was made by

determining the similarities and �ifferences in fashion publications
from the East and photographs of Dako ta women .
Ia-ta Collection
Upon receiving the completed checklists from the relative
list of museums and historical collections, a travel itinerary
was scheduled for tentative appo intments.
resources notified, only ten

had

Of the twenty-one

indicated informatio n relative

to the study.

A telephone conversatio n was used to schedule

appointments .

Data collection took place between November 8 and

April 2 0, 1978 .

Because of this time period, two appointments were

canceled due to weath3r conditions and problems in rescheduling
supervisors to open the buildings during the " closed season. "
Therefore, the South Dakota State Fair Pioneer Museum, Huron,
South Dako ta and the Pettigrew Museum of Natural Arts · and History,
Sio ux Falls , South Dako ta were omitted from any further investigation .
In . addition, some museums suggested private collectors of historic
costumes pertinent to the research.

Of the suggested private
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collectors, Iola Hill, Sioux Falls, South Dakota and Ila Wiedemer,

Fort Pierre, South Dakota were included in the investigation.
Upon reaching the destination points, data were collected
1n the following manner :
1.

Extant garments.

Extant garments were sketched by the researcher

Photographs of· the garments were taken which

using a croque.

included both front and back views.
following areas:

Notations were made in the

silhouette, bodice, neckline, and collar, sleeve,

waistline, bodice construction, and popular fabrics and trims.
addition, "Dating Costumes:

In .

A Check List Method" was administered

to "day dresses" that pertained to the research period (Appendix D) .
2.

Photographs.

Original photographs including copies from

originals were examimed.

Only photographs th at were properly

labeled with date and location pertinent to the study were
accepted.

Recording data from photographs included :

copying the

p,.otographs, sketching the garments, and noting the silhouette
and outward characteristics of clothing articles.

Photographs were

obtained from museums, historic collections, private collectors,
and family decendants.
J.

Documents.

"A document is an impression left by a human being

on a physical object.

The term document is used here in a broader

sense than it is used in daily living. " ( Travers, 1969, pp. 379 J80)
Documents relative to this research were derived from
numerous sources.

These sources included:

books, periodicals,
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newspapers, narratives , retail records, correspondence , and any
other way in which a human had left a trace of his activity.
Information from these documents were collected by copying, sketch
ing and notations.
4.

Interviewees.

"A particular observer is an example of a

source ; he may be the source of many documents . •• _ ( Travers , 1969,
p. 380 )

Collecting information from observers and participants

of the past was conducted through structured interviews.

From the

list of names recommended, an itinerary was established for
tentative ap::pointments with the interviewees.

Each person

recommended was first contacted by telephone.

The telephone

conversation explained the study , named the soirrce of the recom
mendations, and stated a tentative date for an interview .
After scheduling an interview date, a second telephone
call was administered to each subject prior to the interview to
conf"irm the appointment.

Interviews took place between November

24, 1977 and April 20, 1978.
The personal interviews varied in length from one to two
hours.

Some of the subjects had prepared notes in advance based

on the information from the previous telephone conversations.
Several had garments and/or photographs and related additional
information to the research period.

A tape recorder was used for

some of the interviews depending on the facilities available and
the preference of the interviewee.
on responses to the questions.

In addition , notes were taken
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Analysis of the Data
Inf"ormation from extant garments, photographs, documents,
and interviews were analyzed by two different methods.
were categorized in the following manner:

First, data

Seamstresses and dress

makers of pioneer clothing; dressmaking techniques; clothing
supplies, resources, and equipment; and the description of women ' s
apparel and accessories .
The next procedure of analysis invo1ved assembling the
collected information into specific time periods of the pertinent
investigation.

Extant garments and photographs of the Dakota region

were the major sources for this method of analysis.

Because this

study involves twenty-nine years from 1861 to 1889, the data were
classified into the respective decades, 1860, 1870 and 1880.

'Ihis

breakdown allowed the researcher to study the similarities and
differences between fashion silhouettes, styles and trends of
" outer apparel" between the three periods .

Nine categories were

investigated in analyzing . the clothing of the three decades.
categories included:

The

silhouette; bodice; neckline and collar;

sleeves ; waistline; bodice construction; skirt; and skirt construction
and popular fabrics and trims.
'!he nine classifications were obtained from Historical News
Leaflet No. 102 entitled, "Dating Costumes:

(Appendix D) .

A Checklist Method"

The purpose of the checklist is to classify unlabeled

historic costumes into those decades for which the garments were
worn.

The Check Sheet was developed by Diane L. Vachon in her ·
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_ master's thesis (Vachon , 1976 ) .

The findings of Vachon' s research

concluded that the nine categories were valid in dating costumes
into the relative decades.

Reliability for the Check Sheet was

reported in two different studies which stated the validity to
be 96 and 80 percent.

In determining similarities and differences

of clothing of Dakota women, the nine categories of Vachon's
study were analyzed.
Summ�y

After analyzing the collected information, the findings
were presented in the following manner :

verbal descriptions ; copies

of original photographs from the research period ; original fashion
plates, 1861-1889 ; and silhouettes sketches of extant g�ments .
- Chapter IV will give a detailed description of the analysis · of
data.

Chapter IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF '!HE DATA
Introduction
The findings for the study are described in this chapter
in view of the research topic, " Clothing of Pioneer Women of
Dakota Territory, 1861-1889 .'' These findings resulted from the
investigation of museums, historical collections, and interviewees
to determine and describe the type of clothing worn .
This chapter classifies the findings into five pertinent
areas of this investigation.

These classifications are:

seam

stresses and dressmakers; dressmaking techniques; clothing supplies
and resources; woman' s clothing and accessories and fashion
silhouettes of Dakota women.
Seamstresse·s and Dressmakers
According to the subjects interviewed , the seamstresses
and dressmakers of the Dakota period included a variety of women .
This variety included homemaker s, teenagers, grandmothers, trained
females, and other women who relied on their skills in making
clothing .

Because sewing was a time-consuming necessity, girls

were taught in homes at young ages.

Generally , as soon as most

girls were old enough to hold a needle and thread, mothers taught
their daughters to practice stitches on small patches of fabric.
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'!hose girls who did not have a mother to teach them were taught
by an aunt or near relative.
In this investigation, the researcher found no recorded
schools that taught sewing skills and techniques in the Dakota
region between 1861 and 1879 .

Although the seventies provided

steady growth for schools in Dakota communities, it is not known
if' "sewing lessons" were taught or to what degree "sewing lessons"
were provided.

As communication and transportation improved in the

period of the 1880s, seamstresses acquired additional skills .
Acco rding to the subjects interviewed, some pioneer women traveled
to nearby states, such as Minnesota, to learn dressmaking techniques
through sewing courses .
an apprenticeship.

Other women obtained sewing skills through

Throughout this time period, additional

dressmakers and seamstresses came in from surrounding states and
European countries .

They ca'lle in search of opportunities offered

by the Homestead Act of 1862 .
With only a limited number of schools providing sewing
courses, the role of the seamstress during this time period was
vital in producing clothing for women .

Since many families

numbered as ma.�y as thirteen members or more, providing clot hing
for the family was a eo ntinual chore for female members as well as
outside seamstresses .

Because the number of large families

presented a need for seamstresses, many dressmakers received
earnings which exceeded many of the local school teachers (Eidem,
interview, 1978 ) .
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According to subjects interviewed, seamstresses conducted
business by three different types of location .

Such business

operations included sewing in the customer' s home, sewing in her
own home, or operatin g in a dressmaker's shop.

Single seamstresses

who went from house to house often stayed up to two weeks at a
particular home to make clothing for the entire family .

For

tho se seamstresses , most wages included room and board plus a
dollar a day.

However , for families that could not afford such

extensive services, dressmakers were hired to construct only the
better garments for special occasions.

For many urban residents,

services of the seamstresses were obtained on an annual basis.
However, most services of the dressmakers were usually restricted
· to as much as the family could afford .
Dressmaking Techniques
Dressmaking techniques which were used depended on the
qualities that were considered necessary for a cceptable standards
1n garments .

Such standards included tiny even stitches, neatness

and finish, proper fit, speed, and hand made buttonholes .

Tiny even stitches .

Although the majority of clothing was

made by hand, tiny even stitches were used in constructing garments.
Such intricate stitches were a vital asset in producing durable
garments for everyday and better apparel.

In better garments, tiny

even stitches were highly valued for constructing and applying
complex designs .

During this period, the use of tiny stitches was

impor tant to women ' s fashion since most of the special garments
Be.cause most

were detailed with trimming and applied designs .

sewing machines were not capable of sewing stitches for securing
laces and trims, intricate hand work was required.

In addition,

the styles of better garments required an enormous amount of hand

work in basting and finishing stitches .

The fashion sketches in

Figures 20 and 21 display the extensive use of sewing skills which
were necessary in constructing buttonholes, tiers of accordian
pleats and · rows of shirring .
Tiny even stitches were necessary for obtaining durable
and aesthetic garments.

Producing these stitches, however, was

extremely hard for the eyes.

Because daylight hours focused on

preparing food and performing outside chores, most homemakers
restricted their sewing to evening hours with a kerosene lamp or
by candlelight.

For these reasons, seamstresses were highly valued

for their skilled workmanship .
Neatness and finish.
garments .

Most women took pride in their neat .

To Dakota women, neatness included finishing the

" outside" as well as the " inside" of garments.

Common finishing

techniques included the following seam and stitching devices:
overcasting seams and darts ; french seams; whipstitch ; cross-stitch
tacks ; french tacks ; slip stitch ; and hong kong seams (for
definitions see appendix G) .

Basically, raw edges did not show .

B ecause fabrics of this time period consisted of only natural and
protein fibers, the problem of raveling seams in some of these
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Figure 20.

Front-View of Princess Gown, Peplum Bodice and Bustle
Skirt with Train, 1 885

South Dakota State University Historical Costume Collection, Brookings .
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Figure 21.

Back-View of Princess Gown, Peplwn Bodice and Bustle Skirt
with Train, 1885

South Dakota State University Historical Costume Collection, _ Brookings.
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�abrics decreased the tenacity of unfinished seams.

Therefore,

1n addition to neatness, finishing the "inside" of garments was
required in order to produce durable clothing.

Fit .

Garments for special occasions contained more

elaborate designs than everyday apparel.
an important dressmaking technique .

However , fitting remained

During the Dakota period, the

bodice which conformed to the shape of the body was one of the
major features of fashion silhouettes.
prominent in the period of the 1860s .

Fitted bo dices were
However, from 1870 to 1889,

the tiny pinched-in waist was a popular characteristic in which the
fit of the bodice was further emphasized .

In dressmaking, form fitting bodices wer e obtained by an
extensive use of princess styles and vertical darts.

In constructing

" basques" and " waists, " the pinched-in waists were accomplished by
whalebone stays and steel platelets attached to the seams and

vertical darts of the bodice .
Speed.

Although sewing machines were available, most extant

garments were hand made until the mid-seventies.

The sewing machine

increased the time of producing garments, however, machine stitching
was usually restricted to straight seams and darts .

Because the

majority of women's apparel contained as much as twelve yards of
fabric

in

a single dress or skirt and bodice, speed was an important

factor in constructing clothing.

Furthermore, providing clothing
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for female members of large families was a constant task for those
homemakers who could not afford an outside seamstress.
Hand made buttonholes.

During this research period , garment

closures were mainly restricted to hooks and eyes and buttons and
buttonholes.

In women's clothing, center front and center back

· closures were common .

These required several faste�ers to· prevent

gapping in form fitting bodices and pinched-in waists.

Be cause of

this factor , buttons which extended from the neckline to the
waistline had. become an important detail in women' s basques.
'lherefore in order to create an aesthetic garment with proper fit,
good techniques and workmanship were essential in designing and
constructing buttonholes .
According to the subjects interviewed and the study of
extant garments, buttonholes which were made in ladies garments
were basically of three types, hand-worked, loop , or bound .

Of

these three .types, the majority of buttonholes were " worked, "
hand constructed by using the blanket or buttonhole stitch.

Most

bol.llld buttonholes were restricted to heavy woolen garments, cloaks,
and fur garments.

Most loop buttonholes, constructed of crochet,

cord , or self-fa.bric , were limited to better garments of light
weight fabrics and heavy fur garments for outdoor apparel .
In reference to extant garments, fashion plates, and
drawings in fashion publications and women' s magazines , buttonholes
in women' s garments were placed either on the right-hand or left-hand
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side of either front or back closures.

Although the placement

of the buttonholes varied from garment to garment, the high quality
of workmanship remained a constant factor in this study of extant
garments.
Clothing Supplies
Obtaining clothing supplies in the Dakota Territory basically
consisted of three methods .

These methods included producing your

own fabric goods, acquiring supplies through a general store, and
obtaining supplies from a peddler .
Producing Fabric Goods
During 1861 to 1889, fabric consisted of only natural and
protein fibers .

Of these fibers, the four fabrics used in women ' s

clothing were wool, silk, cotton and linen .

Al though these four

fabrics were utilized in women ' s clothing, only woolen and linen
goods were produced in the Dakota Territory .
As soon as settlers began to cultivate the land and raise
domestic animals, wool and linen goods were available.

With the

production of these two fabrics, women had an opportunity to change
their wardrobe according to the changes in seasons. · Linen was
then available for warm summer months and wool was available for
use during the cold winter season .
In the early years of the region, most women produced woolen
and linen goods from equipment acquired prior to their move to
the Dakota Territory .

In the investigation of historical collections
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. and museums, labeled equipment consisting of looms, spinning wheels,
and bobb in winders were commonly possessions of immigrants from
surrounding states and European countries .

Other small equipment

needed to produce linen and woolen fabrics was improvised from
resources of the region .
Although many materials and' devices were used to construct
thread into fabric, weaving was the principal method of fabric
production by the pioneer woman .

Tension , which is the prime

requisite to weave, was accomplished in many forms of looms from a
simple rigid heddle loom to a cumberson two harness loom .

In this

study, the weaves which were most common in the design of the
fabric included the following:

plain or tabby weaves ; twill
Most of the

weaves ; warped-faced weaves ; and basket weaves.

homespun clothing material had a plain tabpy weave in which color
was added by arranging variations of stripes.

Scarves , cloaks

and shawls, which were the easiest to make, were often made in
all-wool .

For these garments, the sturdy and durable material was

often made up as it ca.me off the loom, without further finishing
(Hill, interview and private collection, 197 8) .
Acguirin� Sunpli es through
a Local Store
As towns and communities began in the Dakota region , most
small towns tried to be all things to all people.

Al though there

was a large number of items in local stores, there was comparatively
little selection .

Sewing items were usually restricted to a few
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pieces of fabric, braid and ribbon.

General stores were much the

same in all small communities in that they so ld a complete line of
goods down to the last need--the casket (Drache, 1970, p . 126) .
According to the subjects interviewed, the early years of
the Dakotas limited most supplies for women' s clothing to only
one or two general stores in a community .

For women, this factor

forced them to select items from the limited variety. of goods
available .
Busy homemakers with large families--the majority of women-
did not have the privilege of window shopping, and, moreover, they
did not have a chance to learn about differences in goods. _ For
these women, purchasing clothing supplies was a one-stop service
in which the customer took what was available or went without
(Buntrock, interview, 1977) .
In the late 1870s and 1880s, the development of transportatiqn
� improved small communities by expanding the services of the local
/ stores.

From this time on, the local stores were able to order -

more and receive faster clothing supplies from nearby cities and
states (Jones, 1961, p. 35) .
In the late 1880s, some towns such as Brookings offered
millinery and clothing supplies through a dressmaker's shop .

To a

Brookings seamstress and dressmaker of the Dakota period, such
stores were a valuable asset in producing women' s clothing for
Brookin� and nearby residents.

Supplies featured in the dressmaker ' s

shop in Brookings included a wide variety ranging from plumes, beads,
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imported cloth , braid, ribbon, and fur pieces to imported laces
from Belgium and Mexico ( Eidem, interview,

1978) .

Purchasin� Supplies through a Peddler
In addition to the local stores, women were also served by
the peddler who went from door to door .

The quantity and variety

of goods were usually restricted by the kind of transportation
used by the peddler.

Some peddlers carried only two suitcases

of goods to each homestead on foot.

Other peddlers, who used a

horse and buggy, had a wide variety of clothing supplies and goods.
In paying the peddler , some homemakers traded rags, broken
jewelry or anything that the two might a.o.o-ree upon.

In addition

some peddlers were likely to trade an item for a good home cooked
meal or over-night lodging.

To the busy homemaker, the services

of the peddler were greatly appreciated.

To others who live close

to large communities, the peddler was a nuisance (Bergh, interview .

19?8) .
C1othin� Patterns
Although the first packaged patterns became available in
the United States in 1863, most Dakota women constructed their own
clothing patterns.

Because of slow transportation , many women

learned to rely on their own skills in making patterns.

Basically,

· three methods were utilized by homemakers and seamstresses in
constructing clothing patterns.

These methods included designing

original patterns, using a dress-maker's chart, and utilizing pieces

- from unassembled worn garments.

Pattern designs were translated

onto pieces of newspaper, tissue paper or brown paper .
According to the subjects interviewed, designing original
patterns and utilizing pieces from unassembled garments were common.
_However, obtaining a properly fitted garment was usually possible
only when a skilled or experienced seamstress was hired.

Therefore,

li afforded, such professional persons were hired to make special
garments (Eidem . interview, 1978).
The dress-maker' s chart was a guideline i n constructing
clothing patterns which consisted of many lines.

To translate

the body measurements to the dressmaker' s chart and then to paper
patterns was a long and complex process (Bergh and Eidem, interview,

197 8 ) .
Clothing Resources
A common practice before purchasing or constructing women' s
garments was consulting printed fashion resources and observing.
During this time period, fashion resources were priLLa.rily limited
to fashion publications a.nd observing women whose clothes had been
made in the East.
Fashion publications and women' s
magazines
To Dakota women, fashion publications and women' s magazines
were one of the primary resources in receiving contemporary

fashion information.

Such publications and magazines that were

a ailable to Dakota women are listed below :
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Butterick Catalogues
The Delineator
E. Butterick & Co . ' s Catalogue
Godey' s Lady' s Book
Harper' s Bazaar
Ladies' Monthly Review
Lady' s Magazine
'Ihe Metropolitan
Metropo litan Fashions

Most of these publications were available through private
subscriptions and local merchants and dealers.

Such editions were

, ' published monthly or quarter�y except for E . Butterick & Co. ' s
Catalogue, which was published semi-annually beginning in 1875
(Butterick Fashion Marketing Company , correspondence, 1977 ) .
Before the development of the railroad, current publications
were confined to a small number of homemakers and seamstreses .
With the limited amount of current publications, such items were
often loaned or borrowed to other women in the area .

In addition,

it was common for women to share the price of such subscriptions
(Bergh, interview, 1978) .
'Ihe Bonton Magazine and La Mode Feminine which were Paris
publications were exceptions to American circulations .

These

Paris publications which were available through Chicago merchants
were used by dressmakers and seamstresses in the Br ookings
community (Eidem , interview , 1978) .
During the Dakota period, many American publications
featured a wide range of fashion information.
included the following subjects:

This information

pattern instructions; sewing

techniques , needlework; clothing accessories and clothing
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advertisements .

Contemporary fashions for women' s clothing covered

such areas as outdoor attire, sleepwear, undergarments, better
apparel and attire for special activities such as riding habits
and morning robes .

Hand-colored fashion plates were special

techniques which were limited to a few circulations such as
Godey ' s Lady's Book and The Delineator .

In

. addition to fashion information, many editions featured

. political and social issues, recipes , children' s wear, household
hints, music, etiquette and medical advice.
Fashion Instigators
According to the subjects interviewed, women were also
recognized as fashion resources.

The majority of such women

included travelers, officer' s wives, and well-to-do ladies whose
clothes had been purchased or made in the East.

In this study,

properly labeled extant garments and photographs indicated that
cavalry wives and wives _of public and governmental officers wore
garments having an extensive amount of detail and ornaments.

Such

detailing included fabrics of silk and velvet.
Women' s Clothing
Clothing of pioneer women from 1861 to 1889 is categorized
into the following areasz

everyday apparel ; better apparel ;

outdoor attire ; fashion silhouettes and clothing accessories .
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.Everyday Apparel
Because everyday apparel was worn beyond repair or cut up
into pieces and used for patches, only a limited amount of everyday apparel was available for this investigation .

In this study,

extant garments of daily apparel were restricted to aprons .

Aprons

were long, and usually extended . upward to the bust level or shoulders.
For utility wear, these aprons commonly covered the full length of
the skirt from side to side (Hill, interview, 1978).

Calico

prints and checks were popular patterns for everyday aprons.

In

examining photogr aphs of working women, daily wear was

recognized as plain dresses and skirts and bodices in which few
details or applied designs were displayed .

These black and white

photographs indicate a wide varity of prints which were used in
dresses, aprons and bonnets.

In addition, . skirts and bodices were

commonly solid shades of fabrics.
Better Apparel
Garments worn for special occasions by pion�er women are
classified into the three decades of the Territorial period, the
1860s, 1870s and 1880s.
·

1860s .

During the early years of the Dakota region, the

small population of women was a limiting factor in obtaining
available information concerning women's better apparel .

The few

extant garments and photographs of this decade indicated that women's
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better apparel was dominated by attached skirts and bodices .

Better

apparel was divided into two specific groups, day dresses and
formal gowns .
Day dresses .

For daytime wear , fabrics were plain, plaid,

print, and striped variations .

Popular fabrics and trims included

chambray, batiste, organdy, calico prints, and a variety of small
prints.

Shades of red and tones of brown and blue as well as black

were the colors for these costumes .

An example of a striped print

is illustrated in Figure 22.
During this decade, day dress of Dakota women included the
following characteristics:
1 ) the bod ice ended at the waist;
2) the necklines and collars were high, square, or jewel ;
3) the set-in sleeves were either gathered with a cuff or
pl ain and straight ;
4) the waistline was slightly raised;
5) the bell-shaped skirt had some back fullness .
'lb.e construction process includedi
1) button or hook and eye closures;
2 ) white or brown cotton lining in the bodice;
3) set-in sleeves;
4) gored skirt;
5) skirt was unlined.
Fashion drawings of extant garments are illustrated in F igures 23
and 24 .
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Figure 22.

Striped Day Dress of Pioneer Woman of Dakota Territory,
1865

Johnson . private collector

7J

F i cu r e 22
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.

Figure 2J .

Plaid Silk Day Dress , le60s

Robin son Museum , Pierr e .
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Figur e 23
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Figure 24.

Day Dress of Calico Print, 1860s

Hill, private collection .
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Trimming and details were limited to piping, braid, and
fringe.

Such ornaments were commonly applied to the neckline and/or

collar, yoke, waistline, and hemlines.

The fashion drawing in

Figure 2J displays the application of braid and fringe.
Formal gowns.

Formal attire was made of the fine cottons,

crepe de chine, taffetas, satins, and delicate silk�.

Applied

designs and trir:uning included a variety of laces, braid, decorative
buttons, v�lvets, and satin .

Popular colors for these costumes

were black, and shades of brown and blue.
Special attire for formal wear includ ed the following
characteristics:
1) the bodice ended at the waist,
2) the necklines and collars were square or oval
J) the set-in straight sleeve was elbow or three-quarters
length
4) the waistline was raised

5)

the skirt silhouette was bell-shaped.

Construction included:
1) button or hook and eye closures
2) unlL�ed or lined with brown fabric
J) front or back closure.
Formal gowns were similar to day dresses in color.

Al though

the formal gowns were made of delicate fabrics, fewer details and
trimmings were applied in comparison to fashion publications of the
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East .

In the sixties, the undeveloped territory offered few

opportunities to wear elaborate gowns (Wiedemer, interview, 1978) .
1870s .

In the seventies, separate skirts and bodices were

worn for better apparel .

During this period, the bustle skirt and

fitted bo dice were in vogue .
Popular fabrics and trims which were used included shantung,
percale, gabardine, taffeta, pique, ottoman, velvet and s.ilk trims
and braid.

Plain fabrics with two or more contrasting colors and/or

textures were prominent in this attire.

Black and shades of brown

were .dominante throughout this decade.
B etter apparel in the seventies included the following
characteristics ;
1) a jacket style with short or long peplum on a cuirass
bodice
2) a high collar or square or v-neckline
3) a straight sleeve
4 ) a natural waistline
5) a bustled skirt
Construction process included:
1) button or hook and eye closures
2) white or bro;'!l cotton lining in the bodice
J) set-in sleeve s
4) verti cal waist darts

5)

gored skirt

6) skirt pleated or 0 athered to back of waistband
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7) po ckets in seams of the skirt
8) inner tapes to control shape of bustle
9) lining in the skirt or seam finishing
Fashion drawings of extant garments illustrate the construction and
design of this decade in Figures 25 and 26 .
1880s .

Better attire during this decade wa$ similar to the

bustle skirt and fitted bodice of the seventies .

In addition,

fabrics we�e similar to the previous decade.
Characteristics of better apparel included:
1) a jacket style bodice with long or short peplum
2) a jacket style bodice pointed front and/or back, and a l)Olonaise style bodice
3 ) a high collar or square or v-neckline
4) straight sleeves or puffed-at-shoulders sleeves

5)

a bustled skirt

The construction process included:
1) button or hook and eye closures
2) white or brown cotton lining in the bodice
J) set-in sleeves
4) vertical darts
5) gored skirt
6) lined skirt with brown or white fabric
?) inner tape to control the shape of bustle
8) skirt with slight train, front drapery and intricate
design of pleating, shirr ing, and tucking
9) skirt pleated or gathered at back waistband
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Figure 25 .

Polonaise Gown, Cuirass Bodice and Tiered Skirt, 1870s

South To.kota State University Historical Costume Collection, Brookings.

a
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Figure 2.5
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Figure 26 .

Princess Gown, Peplum Bodice with Over skirt and Under
skirt, 1873

Friends of the Middle Border Pioneer Huseum, Mitchell.
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Fashion drawings illustrate better apparel in the 1880s in Figures
20, 21 , 27, and 28 .

_.,---Outdoor Attire

In the Dakota environment, outdoor attire was a vital
.necessity for survival.

In the Dakota region women utilized a

variety of outer garments in fighting the crude elements .

Due to

the undeveloped territory, the chief raw material available for
outdoor clothing was the skins of animals.

.As the pioneer began

to raise domestic animals and cultivate the land, women had an
op!')Ortunity to produce fabric for outdoor apparel .

Commerical

fabrics and fur articles became available in the seventies when
· the growth of communities began to expand and better transportation
methods were introduced .
Fur garments were popular and necessary in the sixties.
For new comers in the region, animal skins were the o nly raw
materials available from which to produce warm clothing .

In addition

to being available in ample supply, it was well suited to the rugged
life of pioneer women.
In the early years of the region, huge herds of big shaggy
buffalo roamed over the Dakota plains.

Cheap and plentiful,

buffalo skins w ere used 1n women' s articles.

Al though cloaks and

robes were extremely warm, these heavy skins limited the number of
women who wore them (Houtman, interview, 1978) .
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Figure 27 .

Wedding Gown, Jacket Style Bodice and Gored Skirt, 1885

South Dakota State University Historical Costume Collection, Brookings .
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Figure 27
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Figure 28 .

Jacket Style Bodice with Puffed Sleeves and Gored Skirt,

1885

South Dakota State University Historical Costume Collection, Brookings .
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Another type of buffalo robe became popular which was called
the '' beaver" robe .

Such " beaver" skins did not come from a

particular kind of buffalo, but were made from any buffalo hide.
"Beaver" skins was made by removing the long coarse buffalo hairs
which left the short soft hairs that resembled beaver fur
(Levenson, 1971, p • .52 ) .

Although most buffalo skins were brown,

some skins looked blue or black.
Besides buffalo hides, other anilllal . skins that were used
by w omen included:

sheep fleece; rabbit; " true" beaver; astron;

horse hide ; mink; and stable.

These animal skins were worn as

cloaks, coats, capes, hats, muffs, lining, and trimmings such as
collars and cuffs.

The photograph in Figure 29 displays the use of

· fur pieces in outdoor apparel.
In addition to animal skins, commercial and home produced
fabrics were used in outdoor apparel.

Although a combination of

all natural fibers were utilized, most winter apparel consisted of
wool fabric with flannel or cotton lining.

Other articles included

silk cloaks, shawls and capes; velvet and beaded capes, and wool
jackets, cloaks, capes, and shawls.

For everyday outer attire,

shawls and capes; velvet and beaded capes, and wool jackets,
cloaks, capes, and shawls.
and scarves were common.

For everyday outer attire, shawls
Such shawls and scarves were knit, crochet,

lace, woven, and/or a combination of these items.

Other items that

were worn in fighting the cold elements included face protectors,
wristlets, lap robes and mittens.
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Figur e 29 .

Outdoor Appar e l , Jacket with Fur Co llar and Muff , 1880s

Larson , M . , pr ivate co lle ction .
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Fashion Silhouettes of Dakota Women
The analysis of extant garments, photographs, and interviews
was used to determine the fashion silhouettes with each decade of
the Dakota period.

This analysis allowed the researcher to study

the £ashion trends of pioneer women .
1860s .

During the sixties, the fashion silhouette of Dakota

women was dominated by the bell-shaped skirt and snug fitting
bodice.

Most gored skirts in day dresses and formal apparel were

gathered at the waist with extra fullness at the back .

Although

there were variations in the neckline and sleeve length, the fitted
bodice and bell-shaped skirt remained prominent until the end of
this decade .
l§ZOs .

Figures 23 and 24 illustrate the bell-shaped silhouette .
The fashion line in the seventies was influenced

by two undergarments, the bustle and corset .

The bustle, a pad

or £rame worn below the waist at the back or added drapery in the
skirt had an effect on the. silhouettes of Dakota women.

Bustles

in a variety of shapes and sizes were worn to fit the desired effect
of ladies' fashions.

According to the subject interviewed and the

study of extant garments, four types of bustles were worn by the

pioneer women .

These b�stles included the bishop, crinoletta ,

t11ter, and a variety of homemade pads.

Fashion drawings of extant

articles illustrate the crinoletta, bishop, and tilter bustle of
pioneer women in Figures 30, 31, and 32 .
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Figure JO.

Crinoletta Bustle

Friends of the Middle Border Pioneer Museum, Mitchell .
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Figure JO

Figure Jl .

Bi shop Bustle

Fi�e 32 .

Tilter Bustle

Friends of the }addle Border Pioneer Museum , r.11 t chell .
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Figure J l

Figure J2
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The corset, a smooth fitted undergarment from or below the

bust down to the hip or waistline was another fashionable device.
This figure molding undergarment which laced up the back was
tightened to such extremes that some women received scars from
the steel or whalebone support stays (Bergh, interview, 1978).
Corsets were purchased at a local store or ordered through a local
merchant (Eidem , interview, 1978) .
. The polonaise gown and the princess gown were two popular
fashions featur ing the bustle and the corset .

With the pinched-in

waists and exaggerated fullness below the waist, the fashion line
changed to a tubular silhouette.

Figures 25 and 26 illustrate the

polonaise and princess gowns .
1 880s.

Throughout this decade the tubular fashion

silhouette remained popular.

Tailor-made jackets with matching

skirts were fashionable wear during this period.

The cuirass body

was cut higher on the hips which allowed the return of drapery to
extend over the protruding bustle .

By the end of ·:.his decade, the

bodice came just below waist level, and was pointed in center front
and center back .

In the mid-1880s, attached lace collars became

popular and by the end of the 1880s the collar had extended to
the chin line.

Bustles and corsets were worn in this period ,

however, the amount of added drapery in the skirt had decreased
by the end of the decade.
became more elaborate.

As skirts became simpler, the bodice

Thus, the long tight sleeve was now full
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at the cap end and decorated with lace or ribbon 'bows (Figures
27 and 28) .
Throughout this decade, the corset remained a necessary
undergarment to form the small pinched-in waist .

In the eighties,

it was common for a corsetier, a salesperson selling corsets, to
travel door-to-door and measure customers for this garment ( Eidem,
interview, 19 7 8).
Clothing Accessories
Accessories worn by pioneer women included:

head coverings,

band coverings, foot covering, and neckwear .
Head covering .
were

Shaped head covering with or without brims

a common item worn by pioneer women .

Dakota period included a variety of shapes .

Head gear during the
For special occasions

hats and bonnets were built up high with standing ornamentation
1n wings, tightly curled ostrich feathers, and/or wired loops of
velvet, taffeta, or satin . ribbon.

In the early sixties, women' s

hats for formal wear or special occasions were very small.

These

tiny hats were trimmed with lace, ribbon, and ostrich plum.es.

Formal

head covering in the seventies and eighties were elaborate affairs
which used an extensive combination of velvet, silk, taffeta,
flowers, lace, feathers, felt, and beads.

Usually, the small

hats were either pinned to the hair by a long jewel hatpin or tied
under the chin (Wiedemer, interview, 1978).

Figure JJ is an example
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Figure

33 . Small Black Beaded Hat, Front-view and Back- view , 1870s

Brookings County Historical Society Museum, Volga.
Figure J4.

Gingham Sunbonnet, 1860-189 0

Hill, pri--;_,. ate collection.
Figure

35 . Slat Bonnet, 1860-189 0

Hill, private collection.
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Figure 33

Figure J4

Figure 35
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of a small, black, beaded hat with lace ru ching and flowers which
was worn · 1n the eighties .
Bonnets worn by Dakota women were of three types .

These

bonnets were the cabriolet, slat, and sun bonnet which had wide
stiff brims .

Calio prints and gingham were popular fabrics used

in bonnets worn for everyday attire.

The cabriolet bonnet which

was gathered with fullness in the back of the head was attached to
a wide brim .

This type of bonnet was worn forma.lly or informally

outdoors (Hill, interview, 1978) .
To protect women from the sun, slat and sunbonnets were
worn .

Sunbonnets had a ruffle around the back and/or front to

protect the neck and hair from the damaging sun .

Most back ruffles

-were long to match the length of the hair that ranged from one to
twelve in ches .
and field work.

Sunbonnets were worn informally outdoors for chores
Similar to the sunbonnet, the slat bonnet had a

wide brim which was reinforced with slats of light-weight wood or
cardboard (Fouts, interview, 1978).

Figures J4 and 35 illustrate

the sunbonnet and slat bonnet .
Carried by women, parasols served a dual purpose .

Often of

some decorative fabric, parasols were a head protection against the
srm as well as a fashionable accessory.

A private collector of

historic costumes stated that this accessory was generally restricted
to the fashion conscious woman (Hill, interview, 197 8) .
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Hand covering .

Hand covering including both functional and

decorative purposes consisted of gloves, mitts, mittens, and muffs.
Formal hand wear was either leather or cloth gloves which extended
to the elbows or short gloves of leather, lace, crochet, or cloth.
Another fashionable accessory worn during this period was the mitt .
This fingerless glove was made of lace, silk or kid.

For added

warmth fur or satin muffs were often worn with mitts and gloves
(Bergh, interview, 1978) .

Mittens were worn for warmth .

These

mittens were crocheted or knitted of wool or made of animal skins.
Foot covering.

Unless the weather was severe, it was

common for rural women to go barefoot or wear clogs.

Most clogs

which were made by the homesteaders consisted of wooden soles and
a leather piece covering the toe� (Buntrock, interview, 1977 ) .
Since ready-�de shoes were only available in a limited
number of general stores, women had problems in finding shoes to
fit .

In addition, because general stores -carried a wide variety

of items, storekeepers knew little about footwear -:m d even less
about fitting shoes (Bergh, interview, 1978) .
Common footwear for women was either leather or had canvas
uppers which extended from one to five inches above the ankle.
These

shoes were very fitted with buttons at the sides or laced up

the front .

Depending on the occasion and garment worn, heels varied

from one-half to two inches tall.
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For formal occasions, low cut slippers were popular.
shoes were made of soft leather or cloth.

These

Slippers were accessorized

with wedding gowns, graduation dresses, and special costumes·.
These leggings were _

Hose covered the lower leg and foot.
either knit, crochet, or made of woven cloth.

Leggings were worn

in a variety of lengths ranging from the mid-calf to the mid-thigh .
- B lack opa4ue were commonly worn for everyday wear.

·For special

occasions, lighter colors of yellow, pink, red, brown, blue or
white were - coordinated with the garment.
colors, prints and stripes were also worn .

I n addition to solid
Details and embroidery

stitches were applied from the ankle to mid-calf.

These items

mainly accessor ized formal apparel (Bergh, interview, 1978) .
Neckwear.

An

assortment of lace jabots and fichus accented

the neckline of the jacket style bodice.

These lace accessories

of net, tatting, or crochet were colored in black, white or beige.
Draped, filled or ruffled, they· were commonly featured with a
decorative pin or bro0ch (Hill, interview, 1978) .

Chapter V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The findings of this study were intended to determine and
describe the type of clothing worn by Dakota women .
included the five following areas:

This research

(1) seamstresses and dressmakers ;

(2) dressmaking techniques; (J) clothing supplies and resources ;
(4) women' s clothing and accessories; and ( 5) fashion silhouettes
of Dakota women .

By reconstructing past events of the Dakota

region, this investigation helps relate the pattern of consumption
of the pioneer women.

On a broader scope, this project is part of

an extensive study of women' s clothing of midwest America of the
nineteenth century .

In

the 1860s, the few pioneer women of the Dakota region

were isolated from towns and communication of cities in surrounding
and Eastern states.

Until 1873, when the railroad entered the

territory, women learned to be self-sufficient in meeting their
clothing needs .

Because of this factor, women utilized animal

skins and produced homemade fabrics to protect themselves against
the crude environment.
· Outdoor attire was constructed to fit the changes of the
seasons in the Dakota Terr itory .

Throughout the winter season,

animal skins and woolen goods were used as both functional and
decorative garments .
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As transportation and communication improved, fashion
information as well as clothing supplies, resources, and equipment
became available in the small towns and rural areas of Dakota
Territory .

With access to clothing materials from surrounding

states, Dakota women became ·less dependent on their skills in
producing fabrics.

In addition, news of high fashion reached the

pioneer women with the availability of fashion publications and
women' s magazines from Eastern states.
Producing women' s clothing was a time-consuming task
throughout this period .

Although the sewing machine aided the

construction of women' s garments, intricate d esigns and elaborate
details required an enormous amount of hand-work.

This time factor

· . presented a need for skilled seamstresses an d dressmakers.

In

some areas, the services of the seamstress were valued more than
a teacher of education .
Garment construction was a difficult process for those who
lacked skill in making p;i._tterns.

With an elaborate use of fabric

and complex designs, trained seamstresses were highly valued for
their ability to create original designs and translate contemporary
fashions into patterns .

With the services of skilled dressmakers

and availability of fashion publications, Dakota women were fa�hion
conscious in their mode of dress .

The comparison of better apparel

and accessories between pioneer women and fashion publications of
Eastern cities indicates that Dakota women followed the contemporary
fashion silhouette.
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*Laura Ingalls Wilder Sites
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Freeman .

Freeman Junior College Musel.L� and Historical
Library

Huron
Ipswich
Madison
Madison
Mitchell
Mobridge

*South Dakota State Fair Pioneer Museum
Edmunds County Museum
*Lake County Historical Museum
Prairie Village
*Friends of the Middle Border Pioneer Museum
Land of the Sioux Museum

Pierre

*South Dakota State Historical Society

Pierre

*Robinson Museum

Sioux Falls

Civic Fine Arts Association

Sioux Falls

*Enchanted World Doll Huseum

Sioux Falls

*Pettigrew Museum of Natural Arts and History

Volga

*Brookings County Histori cal Society Museum

Waterto1m

Mellette Memorial Association

Webster

Day County Huseum

Wessington Springs

Dunham Nemorial Nuseum

Yankton
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Graduate Teaching Assistant
TCID Dept HN 208
South Dakota State University
Brookings, SD 57006
January 11, 1978
SUBJECT:

Data Collection for Master' s Thesis

Dear Curator:
Your services are greatly needed to help preserve the dress
· and dressmaking of pioneer women in South Dakota !
The research of "Dress and Dressmaking of Pioneer Women in
South Dakota 'east-river, ' 1861-1889: Resoµrces, Supplies and
Equipment." is being studied for a Naster ' s Thesis at South Dakota
State Jniversity, Brookings, SD.
The limitation of the study concerns information about
caucasian pioneer women 16 yrs. and older who migrated, emigrated
or were born and resided within the Dakota Territory, 1861-1889.
The research is limited to east-river of South Dakota.
The researcher, J oyce Larson requests your assistance in
locating various sources pertinent to the said historical study.
Enclosed please find a self-addressed postcard containing
a checklist of relative materials which the investigator seeks
to locate for the study. Upon receipt of the returned checklist,
an appo intment will be made within the near future for further
investigation.
Your suggestions in locating relative information is greatly
appreciated ! Your immediate response is needed.
Sincerely,
Joyce Larson
Graduate Teaching Assistant
enc . 1
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HELP PRESERVE SO UTH DAKOTA HERITAGE !
Please check the following spaces in which your museum or
collection has information pertaining to the "Dress and Dressmaking
of Pioneer Women in South Dakota east-river, 1861-1889: Resources,
Supplies and Equipment. "
_Account Ledgers
__Books
_Extant Garments
__"Godey's Lady' s Book
and Magazine"
Fa shion Publications
_ Laundry Equipment
. __Magazines
__Newspapers

Clothing Patterns
Personal Diaries
__Photographs of Clothing
Retail Records
--Sears & Roebuck Catalog
-Sewing Machines
-"The Delineator" --Magazines
--Other
No ffelative Information
Thank you for your help !
/s/ Joyce Larson
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I hereby give and grant to South Dakota State University
as a donation for such scholarly and educational purposes
as the University shall determine the tape recordings and
their contents listed belou.

l�e

o f narrator

lddress of narrator

Name of interviewer

Address of intervie\·1er

Date of agreement

Subject o f Tape ( s )
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QUESTIONNAIRE
PER OONAL BACKGROUND

1.
2.

3.

4.

Name
Address
Briefly explain your interest and relationship to the Dakota
Territory, 1861-1889 .
Describe the homes in the Dakota Territory .

SEWING AND SEAMSTRESSES
5.
6.
7.
8.

W ho did the sewing for the pioneer famtly in Dakota Territory?
W hat seamstresses were available?
How were dressmakers or seamstresses taught to sew? ·
W hat was the common age for women/girls to begin sewing?

DRESSMAKING TECHNIQUES
9.
. 10.
11 .
12 .
13 .

W hat qualities were considered necessary for acceptable standards
in garment construction?
W hat special techniques did certain fabrics require?
In your experience, how much work was done by machine in
comparison to what was done by hand?
W hat type of hand stitches were commonly used?
What type of garments featured applied designs such as tatting,
embroidery, crocheting, etc. ?

SUPPLIES, RESOURCES and EQUIPMENT
14.
15 .
16 .
17 .
18.
19 .
20.
21.
22.
2J.

Describe the sources of supplies used in dressmaking?
buttons
needles
fabric
thread
trim
Describe the types of fabric used for women' s clothing.
Describe the types of prints or plaids used by pioneer women .
W hat fabric colors were commonly used?
W here did pioneer women purchase their dressmaking supplies?
Local stores
M. O . catalogs
Peddlers
What sources contributed to design ideas in making garments?
Original Designs
Fashion Magazines
Catalogs
Travelers
Peddlers
Newspapers
W hat fashion publications were available to the pioneer woman?
W here were fashion publications purchased?
W hat information was available in the fashion publications?
Describe the tYPes of available patterns for women .
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24.
25.
26 .

What type of sewing machines were available?
Where were sewing machines purchased?
Local stores
Peddlers/Travelers
M . O . Catalogs
Describe the sewing features of the sewing machines.

SEWING BEES
27.

28.

29.
JO .

How were sewing bees organized?

Who attended sewing bees?

What garments were constructed?
Describe the common procedure or routine of a sewing bee.

DRESS
How did the life styles influence women' s dress?
Describe the pioneer women ' s attire for everyday · dress .
Foot covering
Body covering
Head covering
Hand cover ing
How did pioneer women adapt clothing to meet their utilitarian
needs?
Skirts:
Aprons
Bodices
Head Covering
Lengt�s and Widths
Undergarments
Describe "Better Attire" for the pioneer women.
Describe women ' s undergarments .
Hosiery
Bustles
Petticoats
Panties
Garters
Corsets
Describe women ' s outdoor attire .
Body covering
Foot co
· vering
Head co vering
Hand covering
For what occasions were new garments made?
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Check Sheet

for d a ting d2y dresses, 1 850-1 949

Exa mine c heck sheet and glossa ry to establish fami liarity with the tools. I nspect ga rment. de term ine sil
houette, a n d check the a p p ropri a te s i l ho uette in each decade it occu rs. Then check add i tional fea tures but
on ly i n those d ecades for which the s i l houette has been checked. The period with the most checks w i l l
indicate t he date of t h e dress. Asterisks i ndicate phra ses defin ed i n t h e glossary.
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· DEFINITIONS OF TEXTILE AND CIDTIIING TERMS
BASKET-WEAVE :
BASQUE :

Plain weave with two o r more yarns used a s one .

Bodice clo sely fitted by seaming from shoulder to waist .

BASTING : Long , loo se stitch used to hold fabric in place until
final sewing .
BELL SILHOUETTE : Outline of bell shape made by generous skirt
fullness rounding out over hips from a small waist .
BISHOP BUSTLE :

A type of bustle filled with horsehair .

BLANKET-SnTCH : A single purl stitch formed by bringing the needle
out over thread so as to cross it . Used for s imulated buttonho les ,
cut work , and ornamental edging .
BUSTLE : A pad or frame worn below the waist at the back to distend
the skirt .
BUTro11HOLE-STITCH :
together .

A stitch with a double purl and worked clo s e

CABRIOLET BONNET : A bonnet suggesting shape o f carriage top or
cab ' s hood and sometimes tied under the chin .

CORSET: A smooth fitted undergarment extending from or below the
bust down over the hipline . It was worn by women for support .
CRINOLETl'A BUSTLE : A cylindrical devi ce of whalebone or steel ,
covered with flounces .

often

CRINOLillE :

Steel or whalebon e springs forming a cage or hoop for
skirts .

CROQUIS :

A qui ck sketch used for drawing fashion sketches .

extending

CROSS-STITCH :
DRESSMAKER :

A decorative stitch that forms an x .
A woman who cuts , fits , and sews garments for customers .

FASHION : A prevailing or accepted style , often embracing many
style s at one time .
FICHU : Draped shawl or scarf worn abo ut the necklin e or shoulders
and tied in a Jmo t .

12 9

FLOUNCE: Gathered or plaited strip sewn to garment with the lower
edge often left free.
FRENCH SEAM : A seam that is stitched twice, o nce from the right
side and once from the wrong side. It is used for sheer fabrics.
TACYJ3 : It is used to link two separate garment sections,
such as the bottom edge of a coat to the bottom edge of its lining.

FRENCH

HONG KONG SEAM : Lightweight strips of fabric stitched to the seam
allowance to prevent raveling.
JABOT: Frill or ruffle , usually lace or lace-trimmed, worn down
f'ron t of bodice.
JACKET:
front.

Coat-like garment with or without sleeves, opening down

OVERCASTING STITCH : A customary hand stitch for finishing raw
edges to prevent raveling.
PLAIN WEAVE: Basic type of weave, with filling thread passing
alternately o ver and under successive warp threads.
POLONAISE: Coat-like garment for a woman buttoned down front;
having fitted bodice and cut-away skirt, often draped into three
wing-shaped festoo ns.
PRINCESS: Designating a close-fitting style of garment hanging
1n unbroken line from the shoulder.
RUCHE : Stripe of lace, silk, chiffon or other fabric, gathered or
pleated.
SEAMSTRESS: Sewing-woman , a woman who stitches and finishes rather
than a dressmaker, who cuts, fits, and makes.
SILHOUETrE:

Outline or contour of a figure or costume.

SLAT BONNET: A bonnet with
or light-weight wood.

brim

reinforced with slats o f cardboard

SLIP-STITCH : A nearly invisible stitch formed by slipping thread
under a fold of fabric .
SUNBONNET:
stiffened,
protection
1n back to

Bonnet of fabric or straw having a wide brim , generally
often with a ruffle around the front and sides as
from the sun. It usually has a short cape-like portion
protect the neck.

lJO
· TABBY:

Any of several plain-woven fabrics .

TILTER BUSTLE : Petticoat bustle having a separate piece of material
containing springs . It is adjusted to the figure by means of a
belt .
'NILL WEAVE: Weave having distinct diagonal line or rib, due to
filling yarns passing over one warp yarn under two or more .
WARPED-FACE WEAVE:

A weave with predominant warp yarns .

WHIP-STITCH : Stitches used to hold together two finished edges . ·
It can hold a raw edge neatly against a flat surface .

